WEBINAR INVITATION

Whitecroft Academy
Effective implementation of lighting
technology in sector focused designs

Welcome to

Whitecroft Academy
Our programme of interactive
CPD webinars is designed to
keep you up to date with the
latest sector and technology
developments.
Each webinar will provide you
with a good understanding
of the topic and key learning
takeaways for you to apply to
your role.
You can either attend the live
webinar session or watch the
on-demand recording at a later
date.
To book your session speak
to your Account Manager
or register your interest on
whitecroftlighting.com

Circular Economy
Circular Lighting in the
Built Environment
This presentation will look at what is circularity,
current guidance, what is Cradle to Cradle
accredititon systems, and how circular lighting
can be delivered in an accessible way.
This CPD can contribute towards your
CIBSE CPD requirement.

Whitecroft Vitality - a new
approach to circularity
Whitecroft Vitality is a new approach to
circularity. It’s about delivering an accessible
circular solution in the built environment
and creating longer term, more sustainable,
interconnected partnerships between the
supply chain, manufacturer and customer
around the product.

For the designer each sector
provides a different set of
challenges in order to deliver a
lighting solution that is fit for the
market and application.
These sector specific
presentations will provide you
with details around best practice
lighting and control solutions
looking at the latest guidance
documents and research.

The understanding of the importance of light
on our built environment and our influence on
us as humans has never been greater, and
we see this through changes to our standards
and guidance documents. By focusing on
our visual, biological and emotional response
this presentation will look at how to deliver
effective lighting solutions for us.

The Healthcare
Environment
We will discuss the four key pillars that
underpin the lighting proposition for
healthcare: Standards & Compliance, Patient
& Staff Experience, Infection Control, Energy
& Sustainability and how new technology,
standards and research may change the way
we light healthcare premises of the future.

The Industrial
Lighting Installation

Technology
Delivering Lighting
Excellence

Sector

Lighting Controls for
buildings of the future
As one of the megatrends of the 2020s, the
importance of lighting controls in the overall
building eco system and user experience
will grow. This session will provide details of
where the lighting control market is today
and provide details on how to specify these
systems.

Modern manufacturing and logistics facilities

All attendees will be
issued with a certificate
of attendance for their
Continuous Professional
Development records.

must be safe, low energy, cost effective
and support improved productivity. This
presentation looks at the bespoke challenges
within the industrial sector in delivering a
balanced lighting solution that encompasses
all of these considerations.

Education and the
Learning Environment
We will look at the latest research and
guidelines, and how lighting and controls will
play an increasingly important role in delivering
the educational establishments of today and
tomorrow.

The Commercial
Environment
The introduction of new design approaches
such as the “WELL” standard requires
adoption of new metrics and brings
new expectations of the lighting designer.
We will discuss the opportunities LED lighting
and smart control technologies provide in
delivering tomorrow’s workspaces.
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